March 7, 2018

Dear Dr. Schramm,

When we, the men and women who represent KMNR, think of a gentleman whom we can look up to as a mentor and guide through the turbulent times of young adulthood, we think of you. Not many people are lucky enough to meet such a wonderful man, much less be a part of an organization as spectacular as KMNR.

It does not matter how long we have been with this organization. We have all formed fond memories of the station that we will carry and cherish for the rest of our lives. KMNR is more than just playing music over the radio; it is about the people we meet, the joy we experience, and the enriching experiences that come along with it. This station means so much to so many people. Far into the future, when we look back to the bygone days of college, we will think of KMNR and understand how lucky we were to join this family.

Thank you for being there as a fellow member and advisor. You have helped keep KMNR fantastic (and yes, weird), and we struggle to think of a better person to be our advisor. For those moments when we struggle, you are there to lend a judgement-free ear and practical guidance. Your advice and opinions carry weight with us, and we take them to heart. We respect you and we will always be there to return the favor.

Dr. Schramm, you have done so much for us and for KMNR that we want to give back. Please accept this gift, obtained through donations from DJs past and present, as a token of our appreciation. We hope you enjoy it, and we hope you realize how much appreciation we hold for you and the impact you have made on all of us.

With love from KMNR members,

Angie Lovins                    Matthew Shallow                    Alex Kuhn
Ethan Philbin                  Claire Donze                        Tito Gomez
Erica Bay & Alec Reven         Doug McGeehan                       Adam Kochan
Rachel Strohkorb               Jared Orange                        Burt Harrawood
Katie Czeschin                 Jonathan Jarvis                     Quentin Hendricks
Neal Kisor                     Kori Poynter                       Sean Lawrence
Paul Cassell                   Stephen Jackson                     Josh Spehn
Sam Cracchiolo                 Keelin Benedicto                   Caitlin Siehr
Jenna Massie                   Richard Dolan                       Noah Beck
Cameron Burns                  Chris Koty                          Cullen O’Farrell
Travis Finan                   Oscar Owens                        Maddie Skora
Mark Plummer                   Steven Naji                         Wesley Reno
Matthew Mitchell               Ron Erickson                      Michele White
Andrew Long                    Emily Meyer                        Ben Williams
Grace Deitzler                 Suzy Young                        Maggie Powell
Jacob Bricker                  Misha Good                        Nick Pegg
Lauren Cockrum                 Andrew Blair                       Bill Smith
Jack Crewse                    Ryan Ebert                         Kim Yoder
Amelia Martinez                Stephen Andrew                     John Schramm
Ian Gilhooly                   Danny Massa                        Jack Schramm
Brett Heinkel                  Hannah Salley                      Reid Schramm

